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Abstract— This publication presents a technique of data transfer by encrypting data in BMP image file without
distorting the image. Each pixel value in a BMP image file can be represented in A888RGB 32 bit format and value of
each pixel corresponds to some colour of image. This algorithmic approach is based on encryption and decryption of
text in BMP image file using some shared secret key. Most of the algorithm in the field of steganography deals either
with the original image modification or image compression, but in this paper we will present the design approach of
embedding data in image without changing its original texture. The distortion factor (DF) which governs the
distortion of image is inversely related to the pixel size of image. Distortion factor can be made negligible by
increasing the pixel size, thereby making it a safe and secure algorithm for data transfer.
Keywords— Distortion factor, maskable bit, range qualifier, maskable shift, secret key.
I.
INTRODUCTION
Bitmap image file (BMP) is a raster graphic image file format used to store bitmap digital image independent of the
display device (like graphic adapter). Bitmap image can be roughly categorized into two sections:
A. Header: First 14 bytes and a fixed segment (DIB header) constitute the header section of BMP image. This contains
general information about the BMP file such as its pixel format, type (RGB or BGR) etc.
B. Data: It contains the value of pixel represented either in 24 bit format or 16 bit colour format. Additionally the first 8
bit of BMP image contains the value alpha which controls the display intensity of any image with FF representing
complete visibility and 00 denoting no visibility. Each hexadecimal value corresponds to a single pixel value. This
hexadecimal value existing in any format can be easily converted in A888RGB format after application of bitwise
operations. This conversion is not mandatory for image raster on display window but to maintain uniformity of this
algorithm we will consider each pixel in A888RGB (32 bit) format with A representing alpha value and RGB
corresponds to different colours. For Example 0xFF00FF00 corresponds to green colour pixel .Combinations of
different colour pixel forms a complete BMP image.
.
II.
OVERVIEW
We can use each pixel value to store our data without creating any difference in appearance of image. For example value
0xFFFF00 and 0xFFFE00 will almost represent the same colour (nearly red). We can use this difference of bit between
these two colours to store our information without change in appearance of our image as two values nearly represents the
same colour. Our algorithm will do modifications in pixel value which doesn’t affect colour to store our data using a
secret key. The final image can be transferred to receiver which will use same secret key to decrypt the data from the
pixel values of BMP image. The detail description of Encryption and Decryption of our security algorithm is as below:

Fig 1. Data transfer stages
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III.
EXISTING ALGORITHMS TO PROBLEM
There is wide area of algorithms available for image compression and image modification. For example Text and image
encryption and decryption using AES (Advanced encryption standard) [1], Rubik cube image encryption which involved
scrambling of image by application of some bitwise XOR operations [2]. Image encryption based on block based
symmetric transformation algorithm [3]. The following method of encryption / decryption results in the complete
modification of image and mainly focus on compression methodology. In the paper we will present a design approach in
which original texture of image is not modified even after the text encryption.
IV.
DATA ENCRYPTION
Before starting the process of data encryption we assume that secret key which is used during the encryption and
decryption mechanism is shared between both the sender and receiver. Firstly we will derive hexadecimal value
corresponding to each pixel in A888RGB format in image (I1). Our task is to encrypt text T1 in image I1 using the
shared secret key S1.
Let’s say we have a text (T1) as “My name is Abhishek” .We will look into the method of encrypting this text T into our
BMP image (I1) (24 width and 18 height).

Fig 2. Hexademicimal A888RGB format representation of image I1

Fig 3. Image file before encryption
Step 1: Sub Key Generation
For example for the given bmp image value of our secret key would be S1 = 0x00424DB8 which is shared between both
the sender and receiver. Now s1 can be broken down further into three different keys :
S11 = S1 & 0x00FF0000 (masker, which is a fixed value used for three different key generation)
S12 = S1 << 8 & masker
S13 = S1 << 16 & masker
S11 = 0x00420000, S12 = 0x004D0000, S13 = 0x00B80000
Now we have value of our secret key S1 and three sub keys S11, S12, S13 which will be used further in encryption
algorithm where S11 represents location of a pixel value which would be used as maskable bit, S12 represents the
location of pixel at which length of text to be encoded will be stored and S13 represents range qualifier (Description of
all in later section).
Step 2: Find out the location of maskable bit and storage location of length of text
Maskable bit M1 is the hexadecimal value which will be used as modifier key in encryption of text into image. Value of
the maskable bit (M1) would be the pixel value (hex value) at decimal equivalent of value S11 in the pixel range. For
example, decimal equivalent of S11 in pixel range is dec (S11) % (image width * image height).
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Dec (S11) = 4325376 % (24 * 18) = 192.
We have got a location value 192 in 432 length pixel array of image at which our maskable bit is stored. Now it is the
possibility that when we calculate the position to store the data it may coincide with position of maskable bit, as the result
values may get modified. This will lead to ambiguity during the time of decryption of image. To avoid such conflicts
between the indicator values and actual data values, we can divide our hexadecimal array of image into two sections. On
section above a fixed location will store the indicator value and other section below the fixed location will store text.
The fixed value described here is range qualifier, which is the decimal value of security key S13. For our BMP image
the value of range qualifier (S13) would be dec (S13) % (image width * image height).
RQ = 12058624 % (24 * 18) = 208.
Value of location of M1 would be the dec (s11) in range above RQ i.e. in this bmp image values above position 208
would be indicator values such as maskable bit and location of length of text and values below 208 will depict actual text
value. To calculate the value of Loc (M1) we have to find value of dec (S11) in RQ range. For that we would check the
rightmost first non zero bit of two numbers dec (S11) and RQ. If position of first rightmost non zero bit for both the
numbers is same then final location Loc (M1) would be
Loc (M1) = dec (s11) ^ RQ
If the position of rightmost non zero bit of two numbers is not same then
Loc (M1) = (value1 >> (difference between the positions of rightmost non zero bit)) ^ value2.
Where value 1 is greater value between two values. In our BMP image location of maskable bit M1 will be
Loc (M1) = 16 and value of maskable bit would value at position 16 in array. So our maskable bit M1 is 0x00FCF6F3.
Now our next step is to find the length of text and store it at some pixel value. This will be used at the time of encoding
or decoding of image. The position at which the length of text will be stored is determined by the sub secret key S12. It is
calculated by finding the decimal value of S12 in given range.
Dec (S12) = S12 % (image width * image height) => 5046272 % (24 * 18) => 80
Loc (Len (T1)) = Dec (S12) ^ RQ => 80 ^ RQ => 80
As we got the value of position at which length of text would be stored, copy the value at Loc (Len (T1)) to its next
position Loc (Len (T1)) + 1, which will be used at the time of decrypting image. Find the hexadecimal equivalent of
length of text (hex ((Len (T1)) and XOR it with pixel value at Loc (Len (T1))
Pixel (Loc (Len (T1)) + 1) = Pixel (Loc (Len (T1)))
Pixel (Loc (Len (T1))) = Pixel (Loc (Len (T1))) ^ (hex ((Len (T1))
Now we are ready to encrypt the text in image with maskable bit M1 and length of text encrypted in image.
Step 3: Encrypting text in BMP image
Text encryption in BMP image is based on the value of maskable bit (M1). M1 is modified each time to get a unique
position value in the given range of data for each character of text. In calculating the position value for each character of
text, it’s important to get the unique positions which are not adjacent to each other. Unique position for each character
will store pixel value formed after encrypting existing pixel value with the text value and its adjacent pixel value will be
value of previous pixel before modification which will act as recovery value of character. So if two positions for
character storage are adjacent then its high probability that recovery value of one character get modified by the actual
value of another character. This will create problems at time of decryption and we will not be able to retrieve the original
text.
The key concept behind the encryption of text is to calculate a unique position corresponding to each character in text,
then copy the existing pixel value at that location to the adjacent location and then modify it to store the value
corresponding to the ASCII value of character. The complete algorithm is key step of calculating a unique position
corresponding to each character in text irrespective of value of character. In calculation of unique position an important
criteria which must be fulfilled is to keep a check that adjacent position to the unique position must not be the unique
position for another character in text. If this condition fails than recovery value for each character gets overwritten by
some another value, which may lead to anomalies at the time of decoding of text. Complete process of text encryption in
image is based on two sections.
3.1 Calculation of unique position corresponding to each character of text
Series of modification in maskable value leads to a position which is unique for each character. Before making any
calculations we are sure about availability of two important data value calculated in previous steps available with us, one
is value of maskable bit and another is length of text. To perform this algorithm we perform following steps.
1. Take maskable bit, copy it in some temporary variable and all the action corresponding to single character are
performed on that maskable bit. OR maskable bit with position value of character in text. For example for first letter
L we will OR maskable bit with one. Similarly with two, three for second and third character and so on. [Note: For
performing any operating on maskable bit, we must make sure that value of original maskable bit doesn’t get
modified because after performing series of modifications on maskable bit we will get a number corresponding to
character and for next character we will start with value of original maskable bit. So we must perform modification
operation on copy of maskable bit rather than using original value]
2. Shift the resultant maskable bit by positions equal to value of variable masking shift (ms). Masking shift is the
variable which has the value equal to the position value of character in text (T) if position is less than 32; otherwise
it’s equal to position of character mod (%) 32. As we are performing our calculations of 32 bit hex number so
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maximum possible shifts in any number can be 31. So the minimum and maximum value of ms is 1 and 31. At the
end of this step we get modified maskable bit M (M1) after OR and shift.
3. Binary value B(M1) corresponding to modified maskable bit M(M1) is calculated ,and then maximum limit range
check operation is performed on the resulting value i.e. B(M1) mod(%) (Image width and image height). The
resulting value is added with the value corresponding to the position of character in text (T1).
4. Resulting value from the previous step is processed through the condition of range qualifier (RQ) which is binary
value corresponding to sub secret key S13. RQ condition in this processing differs from the RQ condition processing
in main step 1 and 2 i.e. steps for maskable bit and position for storage of length of text calculation. The difference is
that the value of previous section corresponds to support value so it must be below value of RQ position whereas
value corresponding to this section is data value so it must be above RQ position. This is done by performing OR
operation on RQ and resulting B (M1) value. This will ensure that our data storage position is above the position of
RQ and below maximum limit which is ensured by max range check.
5. The resulting value may or may not be unique. We have to insure that position value for each character is unique and
even its adjacent position is also not occupied by position value for another character. For this we perform following
steps
a. Let say we get final value F (M1)1 for the first character of text after performing steps till 4. We will check the
alpha value of pixel which is last eight bytes in A888RGB format pixel BMP. If the value at this position and
adjacent position both are zero (by default its zero, if not we can set it to zero at start of our encryption).Then we
need not to modify F (M1)1 which will be the final position at which the text will be stored. We will simple
change the alpha value at position and adjacent to 0F.
b. And if alpha value at any of the current position or next position is not zero. It implies that it’s being used by
another character, so we will keep on incrementing the value F (M1)1 till the condition for current and next
position mentioned in step (a) is satisfied. Now at this current position and adjacent position we will change the
value of alpha to 0F
For performing encryption of each character in text we will start each time with original maskable bit and modify it to get
a unique position value in the end, which defines the location at which the character would be stored.
3.2 Storing the value of text at unique position
Once we get the unique position (UP1) corresponding to each character in text our next task is to store the value of
character of text at that position. For this we will first transform our character to hexadecimal form by performing OR
operation with 0x00000000. Let’s say first character in our text T be Tx1
Tx1 = Tx1 | 0x00000000
Before performing any modification at the position (UP1) we will store its value at (UP1) + 1 i.e. its adjacent position.
Now XOR the pixel value at (UP1) with value Tx1.
Pixel (UP1) = Pixel (UP1) ^ Tx1
Now we have got the final position corresponding to single character in text at which value of character is stored. We
will perform the same steps corresponding to each character in text and in end we will get a modified image with
encrypted data.

Fig 4. Stat summary

S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Character
M
y
N
a
m
e

Table I:
Position
215
222
251
244
213
217
247
219
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Modified Values Using Values In Fig 3
Original Px
Original + 1
Modified Px
0x005d8f07
0x003a6c00
0x005d8f4a
0x0070ac0a
0x006ca60e
0x0070ac73
0x005f9807
0x005c9505
0x005f9827
0x00e3e5dd
0x00579800
0x00e3e593
0x00679c01
0x00609305
0x00679c60
0x00e2e3e1
0x00dbdbdc
0x00e2e38c
0x00629e05
0x00629d06
0x00629e60
0x00e9e8eb
0x00e5e6df
0x00e9e8cb

Modified + 1
0x005d8f07
0x0070ac0a
0x005f9807
0x00e3e5dd
0x00679c01
0x00e2e3e1
0x00629e05
0x00e9e8eb
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16
17
18
19
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I
224
0x006ba60d
0x0069a40b
0x006ba644
0x006ba60d
s
226
0x0069a409
0x006ba707
0x0069a47a
0x0069a409
228
0x006eb007
0x006eb509
0x006eb027
0x006eb007
A
230
0x0068a00c
0x003f6e15
0x0068a04d
0x0068a00c
b
253
0x005a9203
0x00558e02
0x00a9261
0x005a9203
h
255
0x589304
0x00549108
0x0058936c
0x00589304
i
232
0x00403912
0x00333409
0x0040397b
0x00403912
s
208
0x00916e2d
0x00685f1e
0x00916e5e
0x00916e2d
h
241
0x00e2e3df
0x00dbdadc
0x00e2e3b7
0x00e2e3df
e
210
0x0067a007
0x00649e00
0x0067a062
0x0067a007
k
249
0x00649d0b
0x00649d0a
0x00649d60
0x00649d0b

As changed pixel value very closely resembles the value of previous pixel, so no much change in image value is depicted.
Also during the time of decryption intruder will not have the original image to perform any comparison function as we
will only be sending the encrypted image to the receiver. So chance for identification of any modifications in image is
negligible. As there is no change in alpha value in final image prepared for sending so to make out for actual encrypted
area become more difficult as the only way to decrypt is through the use of secret key. So the security and mechanism for
secret key generation becomes very critical to this algorithm. It’s mechanism for secret key transfer may or not be inbuilt
in the image as far as level of security is concerned but as far as this mechanism is concerned it deal with the transfer of
secret key and secret key generation in built in the image. This makes overhead of any redundant data very minimal in
this approach.

Fig 5. Modified hexadecimal value of image after encryption

Fig 6. Modified Image after encryption
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V.
DATA DECRYPTION
After encryption of data in image we modify the alpha value of all pixels back to 00. Now at the receivers end we got the
encrypted image, but we can’t make out, whether the image is encrypted or not by looking at the pixel value of image as
we don’t have any original image to compare with because sender has send us only the modified image . Also the alpha
value of the entire pixels is same. The only way to decode the image is through the use of secret key. In order to decrypt
the image we need to perform following steps.
Step 1: Sub Key generation
This step is similar to that in encryption method in which we will generate the values of three sub secret key from the
secret key .At the end we have three values S11, S12, S13
Step 2: Identification of maskable bit and length of text
We will identify the position of maskable bit from S11 in similar way we did at the time of data encryption. Pixel value
at that position is our maskable bit. Our next step is identifying the position where the length of text is stored in the
similar manner as done during the time of encryption. Now we need to XOR the pixel value at that position and its
adjacent position to get the length of text.
Len(T1) = Px(pos(Len(T1))) ^ Px(pos(Len(T1)) + 1)
Step 3: Decrypting the data from image
After performing step 1 and 2 we have got the value of both the maskable bit as well as the length of text, so our next
task will be to use that value to decrypt the data encoded in that image. Our process of data decryption is based further of
two steps, one is identification of unique position for each character of text which is similar to the step done during the
time of data encryption. After we got the value of unique position for each character of text, which will be similar to the
values in encryption as same approach and key is used, we need to decrypt it to get back original character.
3.1 Calculation of unique position corresponding to each character of text
This step is completely similar to step done during the time of data encryption. The resulting values of this step will also
be similar to the resulting values of step done during the time of data encryption as the mechanism and secret key
required in this approach are same. So after we got the correct value of position corresponding to each character in image,
our next task will be to get back our original character using the pixel values at that position.
3.2 Decrypting text from image
After we got the value of unique position corresponding to each character in image our next task will be to extract our
character value from the pixel at that position. To do this we just need to XOR the value at that position with the adjacent
value, which will result in value corresponding to ASCII value of character stored at that position.
ASCII (T11) = Px (Pos (T11)) ^ Px (Pos (T11) + 1)
Where Px (Pos (T11)) symbolize the pixel vale at unique position corresponding to character 1 in the text (T1). We need
to follow these steps the number of times equal to length of text which we got after step 2. This will result in ASCII value
corresponding to each character in text, which can be clubbed together and denoted in string form to get back our original
text. This is how we can decrypt our image.
Table II: Text Decryption Summary
S.No
Position
Px (Pos (T11)) ^ Px (Pos (T11) + 1)
Decoded character
1
215
0x005d8f4a ^ 0x005d8f07
M
2
222
0x0070ac73 ^ 0x0070ac0a
y
3
251
0x005f9827 ^ 0x0070ac0a
4
244
0x00e3e593 ^ 0x00e3e5dd
N
5
213
0x00679c60 ^ 0x00679c01
a
6
217
0x00e2e38c ^ 0x00e2e3e1
m
7
247
0x00629e60 ^ 0x00629e05
e
8
219
0x00e9e8cb ^ 0x00e9e8eb
9
224
0x006ba644 ^ 0x006ba60d
I
10
226
0x0069a47a ^ 0x0069a409
s
11
228
0x006eb027 ^ 0x006eb007
12
230
0x0068a04d ^ 0x0068a00c
A
13
253
0x00a9261 ^ 0x005a9203
b
14
255
0x0058936c ^ 0x00589304
h
15
232
0x0040397b ^ 0x00403912
i
16
208
0x00916e5e ^ 0x00916e2d
s
17
241
0x00e2e3b7 ^ 0x00e2e3df
h
18
210
0x0067a062 ^ 0x0067a007
e
19
249
0x00649d60 ^ 0x00649d0b
k
Data decryption restores the original value of text without distorting image. Following table shows the recovery
mechanism of text from BMP image file. Value at the current position and adjacent position to the text are XOR in order
to recover the original value of text.
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FLOW DIAGRAM
Decryption
Encryption
Secret key calculation
S11 = sec_key & 0x00FF0000
S12 = (sec_key <<8) & 0x00FF0000
S13 = (sec_key <<16) &
0x00FF0000

Secret key calculation
S11 = sec_key & 0x00FF0000
S12 = (sec_key <<8) & 0x00FF0000
S13 = (sec_key <<16) &
0x00FF0000

Mask Bit calculation (M1)
Position to store length of text
Px (pos (Len (T1)) + 1) = Px (pos (Len (T1)))
Px (pos (Len (T1))) = Px(pos(Len (T1))) ^ (hex ((Len
(T1))

Mask Bit calculation (M1)
Position to store length of text
Len(T1) = Px(pos(Len(T1))) ^ Px(pos(Len(T1)) + 1)

Temp_mk = M1 (Maskable bit)
Temp_mk = char_pos | Temp_ms

[ Char_pos = position of character in text ]

Ms(maskable shift) = char_pos

No
If ms
< 31

Ms = char_pos %

32

Temp_mk = Temp_mk << ms
Binary (Temp_mk) = Binary (Temp_mk) % (I h * IW)

[Ih = image height, IW = image width]

Binary (Temp_mk) = Binary (Temp_mk) + char_pos
Binary (Temp_mk) = RQ (Binary_mk) [RQ = Range check for binary value, RQ value specified by S13]
A = Px (Binary (Temp_mk), a+ 1= Px (Binary (Temp_mk) +1,

No

If a &
a+1 ==0
Yes

Yes
While a |
a+1 != 0

Binary
No

(Temp_mk)++

If (encryption then performs this step, for decryption skips it) {
Px (alpha) a && Px (alpha) a + 1 = 0x0F [Where Px (alpha)a & Px (alpha) a+1 is the alpha value at Px a and a+1]
Px (Binary (Temp_mk) + 1) = Px (Binary(Temp_mk)
Px (Binary (Temp_mk) = Px(Binary(Temp_mk) ^ hex( 0x00000000 | char_value) } [ Len(T1) = Length of text ]

Yes

If( Decryption the perform this, skip this step for encryption)
Char_value = Px (Binary(Temp_mk) + 1 ) ^ Px (Binary(Temp_mk)

While char_pos
< Len (T1)

No -> if encryption change alpha value for all to 00, else for decryption
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VI.
EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
The main aim of this algorithm is to make sure that the image file used for data transfer retains its original texture. This is
governed by self induced factor known as Distortion factor (DF). Distortion factor is termed as ratio of number of pixel
modified to total number of pixel keeping the check on extent of modification factor (K).
Number of pixel modified = 2 * Length of text
Distortion factor (DF) = Number of pixels modified/ (Total number of pixel * K)
Where K is average of difference in original and modified pixel value.
The main aim of this algorithm is to keep DF factor minimum. This can be made negligible by embedding small text in
large pixel size image at the average modification rate. Following graph shows DF variation with length and pixel at
constant K value.

Fig 7. Variation of DF with total number of pixel at constant k and length

Fig 8. Variation of DF with length of text at constant k and total number of pixels
VII.
CONCLUSION
This algorithm for data transfer has added security advantage like; as the modified image is send, so receiver doesn’t
have the original image to compare with, as the result modification in the pixel value cannot be detected. Value of pixel
even after modification resemble same colour so we don’t observe much change in the output of image even after
modifications. Value of alpha is changed back to original, so it’s not possible to decode the image even through the
transparency check of pixels in the image. Value of secret key lies in the image itself so the overhead of sending extra
data is not there, even though to achieve more security, secret key can be transferred through some shared public key
security method without affecting the algorithmic approach. Value of modified pixel is so random and at different
location it’s not possible to decode it either without the original image or security key, so the possibility of brute force
attack in this algorithm is negligible. Following features makes this algorithm a safe algorithm for data transfer.
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VIII. FUTURE SCOPE
This algorithm is depicted on a BMP image file, but can be modified for any other file format also like JPG, PNG etc.
This can be further extended to encryption of data in video which is also covered by frame rate (picture) with more than
30 frames per second. Data can be encoded in video frames which are nothing but pictures and can be easily transferred.
As video has commodious number of frames, which makes it apt for supporting huge data transfer. This can have a
promising future in field of security.
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